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Balance your canvas, art

board or surface on

upturned cups and use

cardboard or plastic to

catch the drips. If using a

canvas make sure it's level

to avoid slumping. 

Pour equal parts of Hi-

Build resin and hardener

into the large measuring

cup, the 1:1 ratio

by volume of Hi-Build

makes this simple and

ensures the resin cures

perfectly. 

Stir the mixture for at

least 3-4 minutes, making

sure you scrape all the

liquid from the sides and

bottom of the cup to

ensure thorough mixing.
Pour small amounts of

the mixed Hi-Build resin

into each of the 2 small

cups provided in the kit.

If you have bought a top

up pack of pigments

simply add more cups

and split the Hi-Build

between all the cups.

It's so easy to create a 3D masterpiece using Eli-Chem Hi-Build Art

Resin and coloured tints. Simply follow the step by step instructions

below and get creative!

The product can then be

dropped onto the surface to

create domed 3D shapes or

lines. The resin pour is more

controllable if you drop using

a plastic spoon

Add the resi-tint MAX to

the resin in the small cups

one drop at a time. 

Stand back and admire your

masterpiece! Cover your

resined piece with an

upturned box to protect it

from dust as it cures. The resin

will be touch dry in 6-7 hours

and fully cured in 24 hours

You will need

They are very concentrated so

you only need a small amount per

cup.
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If it’s too gloopy to measure

properly, simply pre-warm the

containers by placing in hot water

to lower the viscosity.

An application video for Hi-Build resin can be seen on our website along with design

ideas and inspiration for colours.

https://www.elichem.co.uk/hi-build-artwork-resin-for-geodes-stripes-blob-art


